Green Splash at MSU – Sport History

By Libby Kryskowski

CHRONOLOGY
1920 – Women’s Lifesaving Corps of Mi Agricultural College founded to teach swimming and lifesaving techniques to coeds (UA 12.3.8)
    1927 – Name change to Green Splash, established as a women’s honorary swimming club (UA 12.3.18)
1939 – Formation of Michigan State College Women’s Swim Team (swimming, diving, and synchronized swimming combined) (UA 1847 H)
    1941 – MSC Women’s Swim Team eligible to compete at Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) meets (http://www.usasynchro.org/about/history.htm)
    1946 – MSC officially joins the Big Ten; Swim Team can now compete at Big Ten meets (http://archives.msu.edu/sportshistory.ppt)
1952 – Four Detroit synchronized swimmers demonstrate at the 1952 Olympics in Helsinki (The State News, 5/4/52)
    1953 – Green Splash begins holding annual water shows (UA 12.3.18)
1965 – Green Splash begins holding annual clinics for high school girls in Southeast Michigan (The State News, 12/19/65)
    1998 – Name change to MSU Synchronized Swimming Club, dismantled after the loss of seniors (UA 12.3.18)
    2004 – Club reemerges, begins competing (The State News, 10/19/04)
DETROIT, SYNCHRONIZED TO SWIM IN
B. This event in Synchronized Swimming history marks the beginning of consideration for Olympic recognition. It brought the sport worldwide recognition and many new audiences. Four Detroit swimmers (Shirley Simpson, Connie Todoroff, Ellen Richmond, and Laurraine Stocking) were asked to represent the United States and give an exhibition of synchronized swimming at the close of the 1952 Helsinki Olympic Games. The swimmers had recently swum in an exhibition in South America, which lead to the acceptance of synchronized swimming in the next Pan-American Games.

Naturally, the next step for the sport was to gain official recognition and an induction into the Olympic Games. The purpose of the U.S. and Canadian demonstrations of synchronized swimming at the Helsinki Olympics was for the Federation Internationle de Natacion (FINA) to examine the sport and decide whether or not to include it in future Olympic competitions. However, the four Detroit swimmers and the swimmers that represented Canada were unable to convince FINA to recognized synchronized swimming at the Olympic level. Synchronized Swimming was not introduced as an official sport at the Olympics Games until 1984, with the introduction of the solo and duet competitions.

Even thought its Olympic berth was initially unsuccessful, the event increased the popularity of synchronized swimming around the world, and especially on the campus of Michigan State College. The year following the 1952 Olympics, the Green Splash began to hold annual synchronized swimming shows, and the numbers of people that came to watch the shows would grow to pack the stands.
The introduction and formation of a local synchronized swimming clinic is another historic moment for the Green Splash at MSU. In order to support the growing sport of synchronized swimming and pass on the skills they have learned, a high school clinic is organized by the Green Splash so that they will receive instruction in advancing synchronized
swimming skills, choreography, and costuming. Over 400 girls attended from many different high schools within a hundred-mile radius from MSU.

The Green Splash began putting on annual synchronized swimming shows for entertainment, and the tradition continued every year until 1976. Each of the shows proved to be successful and popular among fans, so much of the emphasis for the high school clinics was on show preparation instead of what to do during a synchronized swimming competition. Published in December of 1965, the newspaper article mentioned the fact that the Green Splash would spend the rest of their five months preparing for the show – the biggest event of the year for the club.

Teaching various techniques and aspects of synchronized swimming to swimmers during a clinic was and still is essential to the sport’s growth. Holding a clinic for high school girls was also a recruitment technique for the Green Splash; it helped to spark local interest in synchronized swimming and the club itself. Also, all of the Green Splash swimmers were responsible for the oversee of instruction because they have never had a coach. Though Norma Stafford was the group advisor during that time, the synchronized swimmers with veteran experience passed on their skills to the newer members of the Green Splash and of the sport. Despite their lack of a coach, two Green Splash swimmers were sent to the National Aquatic School every summer, paid for by proceeds of the water show. That way, club members were still able to learn new synchronized swimming skills and pass them onto high school girls every year.
Group members plunge into underwater acrobatics

Stark News 10-19-04

Synchronized Swimmers Conquer

The team of synchronized swimmers performed an acrobatic routine in the pool. The members demonstrated their coordination and skill, executing precise movements in perfect unison. The audience was captivated by their performance, which showcased their physical agility and teamwork. The event was a testament to the dedication and practice that goes into mastering such a challenging and visually stunning sport.
The year 2004 was a pivotal one for the Green Splash. The club had temporary dismantled following the loss of many seniors. After a six-year hiatus, several synchronized swimmers were successful in reorganizing the club. Veteran synchronized swimmers wanted to continue synchronized swimming in college, and the reformation of the club provided an opportunity for new swimmers to learn about the sport and develop their skills.

Similar to the club’s earlier years, the club reformed with the assistance of a coach. Just as before, veteran swimmers were responsible for teaching and critiquing the newer swimmers’ synchronized swimming skills. However, the club reformed under different guidelines than in the past. Becoming a Green Splash member during the 1920’s required the swimmer to be an undergraduate (specifically a non-freshman), pass a designated swim test, and maintain a minimum “C” grade-point average. Club members during that time were also limited to one cup of coffee per day, instructed to sleep for a minimum of eight hours per night, and were not allowed to smoke. The new rules during the club’s reformation in 2004 allowed anyone who wished to join, regardless of class standing or GPA.

The newly reformed Green Splash also had a different attitude about synchronized swimming than in the past. Their primary focus was qualifying for and competing in regional and national competitions, rather than to serve as a show team. One of their goals was to let other universities know that they exist, and to make their debut on the competitive stage. However, as of 2008, the Green Splash is currently inactive. Perhaps someday soon another group of synchronized swimmers will become successful with another reformation of the club.
Green Splash History and Main Transformations

The origin of the Green Splash synchronized swimming club has a rather interesting history. After the new gymnasium was completed in 1920, women were given use of the facility in the mornings. During that time, the American Red Cross Life Saving Corps was established in 1922. The goal of the organization was to promote knowledge of the principals of life-saving and swimming so that women would be able to act efficiently in the case of an emergency. Women were tested on a number of attributes before they could become members; their general swimming ability, strength, technique, and judgment. The Michigan Agricultural College was the first college in the nation to establish a life-saving corps for women.

Three years later, the Women’s Athletic Association was formed and organized by Helen Grimes, who was the Director of the Department of Physical Education at the time. Members of the Women’s Life Saving Corps also became members of the WAA. Like the life saving corps, the association also put their swimmers through a stringent amount of tests to become members. Women earned their way into the WAA by competing in a variety of sports, such as baseball, field hockey, soccer, basketball, and rifle. Their were also strict training rules that had to be followed by all members: the athletes were required to sleep for at least eight hours per night, were not allowed to smoke, and were limited to only one cup of coffee per day. A minimum “C” grade-point average also had to be maintained.

The Green Splash was eventually established in 1927 as a culmination of both the Women’s Life Saving Corps and the Women’s Athletic Association. It was established as a women’s honorary swimming club. The club was open to both men and women, but only women competed at invitationals. The Green Splash later became an intramural sports club, and eventually gained varsity states, competing in AAU and Big Ten meets.
Though members of the Green Splash who competed with the MSC Women’s Swim Team had many athletic achievements, the primary focus of the Green Splash was the synchronized swimming demonstrations they put on for a variety of conventions, as well as the annual water show. During the 1940’s the club put on demo shows at National and State Education Conventions, for soldiers at Fort Custer, and even for baseball player Percy Jones. The annual water shows ran from 1953-1976 and were organized around a common theme. Water shows were very popular among students and other fans, and the bleachers of the pool were frequently filled to its full capacity. They consisted of elaborate sets and costumes, as well as many guest performers. Members from both the men’s and women’s diving teams participated in the show, as well as baton-twirlers, tap-dancers, musical pantomimes, and even underwater skaters. The Green Splash did compete at AAU and Big Ten meets, but much of their popularity rested with the extravagant shows that they performed every year.

List of synchronized swimming shows from 1953-1976

1953 – Weather Vanities
1954 – Greatest Splash On Earth
1957 – Splashlight on Sports
1962 – Musical Sellouts
1965 – It’s a Great Country
1966 – Sounds of Music
1968 – Synchronized Sit-Down
1970 – Great Shakes
1971 – Wet and Wild
1974 – Sea the USA
1976 – The Children’s Hour